CPET 575 Management of Technology
Homework Assignment 9
Oct. 28 to Nov. 4, 2015

Part A: Individual Assignment: Oct. 28 - Nov. 4
(No-hand in required)
- Reading III-9. What’s the Big Idea?

Part B: Team Assignment
Part B.1 – Each team should continue to work on the final project (case study) and give a progress report, due on Nov. 11.

Part B.2 Oct. 28-Nov. 4
Questions:
1. Explain ERP and give at least three companies that offer ERP services.
2. Explain the approach to Cisco ERP decision making approach.
3. Explain the Cisco ERP implementation approach.
4. At the end of the case, Pete Solvik has a number of questions. Please help to answer these question as a means to document ERP project evaluation and lesson learned.
   a. What factors had made the difference between success and failure of the Cisco ERP project?
   b. Where had the ERP team been “smart”? 
   c. Where had the ERP team just plain lucky?
   d. Do you think that the Cisco team could do such a project again if they had to? Why? Why not?

Hand-In Requirement
** Each team should submit a PPT file for Part B.2, due Nov. 4 before 3 PM
** The team (Judith and Nirali) is assigned to present and lead the Case III-6 discussion.